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MASKING TAPE



Plastics And Windshields By J. G. Anthony, EAA 14990 30 Prospect Hill Rd. Lexington, Mass.



M



ANY ARTICLES have been written on aircraft construction and finishing, but not much has been said about work on plastics used for windshields, windows and canopies. I am not an expert in this field, but as I have made all the mistakes, perhaps I can help others by letting them know what not to do. Lucite and Plexiglas are trade names for two transparent thermo-plastics which can b3 formed relatively easily for windshields and canopies of homebuilt aircraft. The actual forming can be done by stretching over a male mold, bubble forming from a "ring" form or vacuum snap-back over a male mold. The basic requirement is to have a means of heating the plastic sheet to a floppy state prior to forming, but few of our home shops arc so equipped. I will presume then, that for a compound curve canopy you will have the molding done by someone with both the know-how and equipment. Even simple one plane curvature pieces should be heatformed to reduce the possibility of cracking or of crazing as time wears on.



So you have your new formed material and are ready to convert it into a gleaming finished canopy. The surface has to be protected during work and if the supplier did not replace the "sticky-back" paper or cover it both inside and out with "Spray-lat", you must cover it to protect it against shop wear before starting any work on it. Heavy brown wrapping paper and masking tape will do very nicely. Cut, lap and tape so that the paper will stay in place. Tape to within one and one-half inches of the line to which it will finally be cut. Time spent at this phase is well worth it in terms of what will happen otherwise. (See Fig. 1). Presumably you will next start fitting the glass to the canopy frame or fuselage contour. It will be best to mark the cut line directly on the glass, but if there is "Spray-Lat" protective coating you can mark on that satisfactorily. Use a china marking pencil. Next comes the tricky work. A fine tooth handsaw is best. Tooth spacing of the saw blade must be less than the thickness of the glass. Also, the glass must be in contact with the



PITTS BUILDERS—Immediate Delivery Complete kit of all required #4130 Steel F.ttings. 52 pieces, stamped to exact dimensions and approved by Curtiss Pits. Price $75.00. Send check or money order with order, no C.O.D.s please. PARK MACHINE & TOOL P. O. Box 248 Eaton Park, Flo. 33840
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saw table at the point of contact, otherwise it will crack. (See Fig. 3). Cut to leave about I/16th of an inch outside of your marked line. If you don't have a band saw or don't trust yourself, use a hand coping saw with a fine blade, supporting the work so that you can cut along the edge of a table or bench. As on the handsaw, you must be cutting at PROPELLER
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F.A.A. Approved



For most light aircraft using fixed pitch propellers on horizontal opposed engines. Size 8" diameter by HVz" length. Installation kit includes all hardware with cut out templates and illustrated mounting instructions. Each P r e p a i d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00
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PITTS HOMESTEAD, FLA. 33030



Simplified step- by -step assembly drawings and detailed printed instructions.



PETER M.. BOWERS 13826 DES MOINES WAY SO. SEATTLE 68, WASH.



SEND $1.00 for literature, specifications, material costs, tooling requirements, large flight photo.
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FIGURE 2 / FUSELAGE



the point of support or you will end up cracking the material. Saber saws? My advice is don't, unless you have a speed control and run it very slowly with a 24 tooth blade — and hold your breath. You might be lucky . . . sometimes I am. If a crack does develop, you can see it immediately. Carefully pull the paper away so that you can get to the end of the crack and drill through the material just beyond the end of the crack with a 3/32 diameter drill. Don't exert any pressure on the drill.



Next deburr the edge of the hole, twisting the drill or countersink in your fingers to remove the sharp corner of the hole. Replace the paper and worry about the crack later. After finishing your cut, remove all sawtooth marks. This is a MUST. A medium grit drum sander in a drill motor works very well. I use a 2 in. diameter one. Don't hold at any one point too long or you will have a scalloped edge. After sanding, finish the edge either with a sandpaper block or a Nicholson high shear file. Bevel the edges slightly, too.



My next preference is to tape the edges with fiberglas cloth to reduce the chance of cracking Mer in drill-



ing or fastening. Naturally you wouldn't want to tape the edge of a windshield for an open cockpit job. Cut strips of fiberglas, fine weave,
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% or 1 inch wide. Masking tape is then put on the glass on both sides back from the edge to the width that is to be taped. Make sure this is sealed down tightly so that the solvent does not get in under the tape. Wipe the glass clean with a soft cloth, then using an acid brush and methylene c h l o r i d e (Dichlorobenzene) brush the liquid through the tape on to the glass. This immediately softens the g l a s s , evaporates and leaves the cloth slightly imbedded in the glass. Proceed to tape the edge on both sides of the glass. Don't try to wrap from one side to the other. It isn't necessary and is too much work to get bubbles out, or to get it tight to the glass on the edge. Next brush the entire length again with the DCB and allow to dry thoroughly, approximately 10 to 15 minutes. Follow this w i t h two or



three applications of acrylic cement which will fill and seal the cloth, bonding it as part of the glass. Acrylic cement? You can purchase this from any plastic sign manufacturer or can make your own by dissolving Plexi chips in the DCB. Let it sit



overnight to dissolve the chips. You don't want a thick jelly, so thin it down to a good paint consistency. (You can also use this for cementing pieces together, but I prefer to run the DCB between two pieces of glass which are held together by spring clothes pins). The cement coated tape should be allowed to dry well.



STACKS



would use the same care as for an untaped edge. First, holes are drilled with a 3/32 drill using minimum pressure. Next, using s e v e r a l small tapered reamers of different sizes, increase the hole diameter to the finished size. The hole must be larger than the fastening going through it. If you intend to use No. 8 screws, I would use a V\ inch hole and if No. 10 screws a 5/16 in. hole. Next, using either a larger drill or countersink, deburr or bevel the holes on both sides. This is particularly important



if the edge is not taped. Your glass can now be installed. You may want to use rubber electrician's tape as a water stop between the glass and the frame. (See Figure 3). Apply this directly to the glass. You
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Continental 65 hp through 85 hp.



$29.00 Set
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through it or punch holes with a leather punch but if using punched holes, they should be slightly smaller than the screw diameter so that there won't be any water leakage through. The head of the screw should be against the frame on the outside and a large diameter washer used under elastic stop-nuts on the inside of the glass. Tighten until the glass is seated, but no more. You should bo able to turn the screw and nut, but not too easily. If it is too tightly seated, cracking of the glass is
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without too much trouble but still I



When thoroughly dried trim with a



EXHAUST



Swedge your own cables with this inexpensive tool. Made for the Homebuilder and A & It. Handles 1 /I6" - ' / « " - 3/32" cables with ease. Cables swedged in hard to reach places with this tool. Buy direct for only $6.95 from: (EAA Member 11350, Chapter 153). R. W. Bruckner, Rt. 1, Box 165, Hampshire, III. 60140.



razor knife and sand off any roughness. You can now drill the material
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For Homebuilts with low profile cowling using up to 100 hp Continental engines.



$39.00 Set



108 hp through 160 hp Lycoming Stacks!



Especially designed to fit homebuilts using the above engines, similar in appearance to Luscombe stocks shown above.



_________$52.00 Set—Includes exhaust goskets_______ Exhaust systems available for Ercoupe, Piper J-3, Taylarcraft 65 Lycoming Powered Ships. Send for free catalog. When ordering, send check or money order,
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$14.00; 0-200 knots, $12.00; 0-180 mph] inner scole knots, $18.50; 0-150 knots, $21.50; U.S. Gauge, 0-180 mph, $16.50; Accelerometers — recording, 3 needle, 2plane. For beginner and veteran oliKe.



Size x 50 x 50 x 50 x 50



Price FOB New Orleans sheet sq. ft. .345$ 5.99 6.94 .40 .486 8.43 .585 10.16



ADD: $2.00 Bdlg. Chg. orders of Less-than 5 sheets DISCOUNT: 5% EAA member,- 5% orders of 25 sheets or more Write for FREE current Stock & Price List



Prices subject to change without notice
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4130 Chromoly Tubing, Round, Square and Streamline, 4130 Chromoly Sheet and Rod, Steel and Brass Bushing Stock, Mahogany and Birch Plywood, Nails and Glue, Sitka Spruce, Aluminum Sheet, Wheels, Brakes, Tires & Tubes, Seat Belts and Shoulder Harness, Control Cables, Pulleys, Turnbuckles, Instruments, Batteries and Boxes, Lights, Tail Wheels, Fire Extinguishers, Shock Cords, Prop Spinners, Refinishing and Covering Supplies. WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
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BETTER THAN EVER!



THOSE GREAT GREAT LAKES!



GKdAT LAKES TRAINER 2T-1A-E



Build and Fly the hottest aircraft going, combining sporty and classic lines with unmatched aerobatic capability. Sport Trainer (ATC 228 and 354) 125-200 hp. (modern engines) and the Baby "Lakes" 50-85 hp. Material packages. Send $3 for total information, photos, three-views on both, or $2



Aircraft Construction Material, Maintenance Supplies and Parts



Box 3084 S



Plans,



nb and bulkhead layouts — only $29.95. Specs, 3 view, description—SI.00. Pacific Aircroff, 5942 Avenida Chamnez, La Jolla, Calif.
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adhering film, use facial soap and the palm of your hand to get it off. Never use any thinners or abrasives. If something is obstinate, use your fingernail but nothing harder. Rinse liberally and then dry off by dabbing with soft tissue paper. Proceed to polish in accordance with the directions for use of the polish but use one direction strokes only. Orbital polishing is fine for furniture but not for plexi. You will appreciate this when landing into a late afternoon sun. If your aircraft is parked out in the weather, it is best that the glass be protected against abrasive dust and dirt. Protective covers can be bought for most standard aircraft but for the homebuilts, the cover probably would have to be made by wife or girl friend. Crib sheeting which is two layers of cotton flannel cemented to a waterproof s h e e t works quite well and will last several years. It can be sewn on a little lady's sewing machine with or without zig zag stitch. Hem the edges and put in grommets for parachute cord ties. With reasonable care, the glass should outlast the covering job on your aircraft. ®
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Box 5974. Di-ot. B. Cleveland. Ohio 44101
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5 pages of photos and all details—$1.00 Send stamped s/a envelope for free price list of kits.
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then using an acid brush and meth- ylene chloride (Dichlorobenzene) brush the liquid .... $1.50 rocK. Secondary fuel filter for fuel inj. corbs,. Bendix, $7.50.
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Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.
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Windshields and Buffeting 

buffeting problems encountered on the "Playboy." THIS WAS the day! A day to be long remembered . . . for several reasons! This was the day which occurred.
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Windshields and Buffeting 

only once in the lifetime of a homebuilder, the day you make the first flight in your first homebuilt airplane! Sure, you may build many other airplanes and fly them.
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maintenance & restoration Aircraft Windshields and Windows 

known by the Rohm and Haas Company trade name. Plexiglas. Acrylic plastics are easily heat-formed using a process known as cell casting, which produces a ...
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maintenance & restoration Aircraft Windshields and Windows 

Acrylic is an excellent material for aircraft use because it is relatively hard and ... I've witnessed countless aircraft owners spraying household furniture polish on as a ... plest ones consist of only acrylic-safe cleaners and anti-static compound
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8.1 INTRODUCTION CHAPTER 8 PLASTICS AND ELASTOMERS 

poly amides and polyacetals. PBT has low moisture absorption, extremely good self-lubricity, fatigue resistance, solvent resistance, and good maintenance of ...
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Automotive Plastics 

Current and projected use of plastics in cars, South Korea. Current and .... accounting for 61.6 % of the region's car output, and if Korea is included, the .... key areas - North America, Western Europe and Japan. ..... immediate response (elastic) 
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Compromise and Composites - Size 

questions to him. Q: What do you consider are ... strategically to achieve proper protection. ... â€¢Learn basic sheet metal construction under the supervision of ...
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wheels and braking - Size 

most of their flying is done at relatively low altitudes and ... and Brakes. Builders should consider the compo- ... Heat may affect nearby components and heat is ...
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Glues and Gluing - Size 

work and this has led to a lack of appreciation of the re- sults which can be obtained ... craft structures follow design practices which differ from those used for metal ... have all needed items at hand to make assembly time as short as possible.
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Weight and Balance - Size 

"Playboy". Leo J. Kohn. James Frost of 4916 S. Boston. Place in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is the ... ten about the "Playboy" design .... building, free from wind gusts.
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Liasse fiscale STS PLASTICS 

STS PLASTICS. 8 2 2 6 4 3 7 7 1 .... STS PLASTICS. 1 525 000. 664 806 ..... 653 125. 17 468. 15 948 032. 15 943 498. 4 534. 6 243. 6 243. 3 601 350. 901 350.
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

Dec 30, 1974 - filling the interior of the panel and bonding itself per- manently to .... Rigicel PVC foam made in the U. S. by B. F. Goodrich, but this material is no ...
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Orientation and Size 

polymeric sheds fitted as supplements to porcelain barrel insulators [5,6]. ... reference insulator, and is calculated from the mean length of control insulators at ...
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Engines and Avionics.. - Size 

nents, a 40-hp electric motor/generator was mounted on the engine, and when .... Mistral Enginesâ€”A rotary engine is a novelty these days in aircraft, but Mistral.
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Materials and Methods - Size 

Playboy was certificated as a one place aircraft. QUESTION: What kind and what size of paper must be used in preparing aircraft drawings to notarize them in ...
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CH3.3: Transparent Plastics - Contrails 

Aug 9, 1998 - To ensure this, sand the form and cover it with ... it, and support the entire part in sand. Fill the part with ..... Information on these properties is in.
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Design Guides for Plastics 

Aug 1, 2007 - student designers carrying out design work for all levels of academic studies; ... plastics specialists who need to explain their design decisions and the design ... the difficulty - of making the right choice is ... Most of those we us
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

markably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years .... for virtually all of the air- frame to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced.
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

appliances, building and construction, automotive, air- craft, electronics, toys ... supply of plastic materials for their continued economic well-being. ... production of 40 to 45 billion pounds of plastics per year by 1980. ... er reduction of weig
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Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding 

propagation of the crack into the ductile core of the ma- terial. The fact that ABS (along ... Korad acrylic film, permanently laminated to the ABS sheet immediately ...
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Liasse fiscale BOURBON AUTOMOTIVE PLASTICS 

BOURBON AUTOMOTIVE PLASTICS MORTEAU. 762. 22 000. 554 788. 577 550. 861 070. 63 034. 220 630. 1 144 735. -567 184. 58 049. 726 785. 66 421 631.
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